GABIONS INSTALATION MANUAL

WELDED GABIONS
Welded gabion is an element in the shape of cube or block, made of welded mesh. Steel wire used for
gabion production is coated by Zinc + Alluminium alloy for long lifespan. Standard mesh size is 100 x
100 a 100 x 50 mm. Welded gabion contains of bottom, sides and top connected in one block which is
filled up by stones.
Mesh size 100x100 mm:

Mesh size 100x50 mm:

.
1. Gabion application – soil use:
- retaining walls
- noise barriers
- reinforcements on the railway embankment,
- remediation of soil landslides
- roadside reinforcement
- oporné múry terás
- landscaping in gardens

2. Gabion application – watter use:
- reinforcing the banks of watercourses
- construction of dikes and dams
- flood protection structures
- water melioration works
- river bottom reinforcement
- drains, drainage and infiltration strips

BUILDING IMPLEMENTATION
Before building the gabion construcion, foundation must be done. Because of high flexibility of these
structures no concrete is required. Also foundation doesnt have to be in the non-freezing depth.
Compacted gravel is enough.

On the compacted gravel first line of gabions goes.

Welded gabions are supplied dismantled. Each wall size (panels) on different palette. There is necessary
to assembly the gabion before filling up with stones. Assembling of gabion construction is done by spirals
or C-rings. If C-rings are used, it have to be placed one in every
second mesh. If spirals are used, each corner is assembled only with
one spiral. Length of the spiral is 1,1 m and 0,5 m. If 1 meter long
wall is assembled, rest of the spiral have to be folded inside of gabion.
If two meter wall is assembled, two spirals is used. There is 10 cm
overlap. Empty preassembled gabion is placed on its final possition.
Then filled up with stones. Size of stone must be larger then mesh
size. Empty space between the sones is cca 30 % . To fill up the empty
space smaller stones or gravel can be used. Visible stones in the front
side of gabion should be loaded by hands. Back part can be filled up
by machine. Gabions is filled up in layers. After each layer are tie rod
used. Tie rod holds front and beck wall in possition against stone
pressure. For 1 m2 of gabion construction is 8 pcs of tie rod needed.

If the first raw of gabion is already filled up with
stones. Gabion is closed by top panel and secured by
spirals or C-rings. Then second raw is placed on the
first one. Both raws have to be secured one to each
other by assembling material.

